Hybrid actuation systems consist of two types of motors: constant velocity (CV) motor and servo (SV) motor. The CV motor can produce a large power but with a poor task flexibility. On the other hand, the SV motor has an excellent task flexibility but with a small power capacity. Combination of these two types of motors into a coherent driver architecture for machine systems is extremely promising, because they complement each other. Existing studies on the hybrid actuation or machine system usually employ two servo motors, one of which substitutes the CV motor. This treatment compromises the control accuracy for the trajectory tracking at the end-effector. This paper presents a study on a new controller for the hybrid machine that considers one SV motor and one CV motor and for trajectory tracking at the end-effector level. A comparison of this new controller with the controller we developed previously is provided. A fivebar mechanism with two degrees of freedom is employed for the illustration purpose.
Introduction
A robotic mechanism or machine consists of a servo (SV) motor, mechanical linkage, and end-effector. The SV motor is instructed by a controller to drive the mechanical linkage such that the end-effector can perform a task (e.g., follow a trajectory, reach a position, etc.). The trajectory tracking is a generic task for the robotic mechanism where the endeffector exhibits its physical state in terms of time. In a robotic mechanism, dynamics of the mechanism refers to the change of states of the links and joints with respect to time. This dynamics is contributed from the task, external load, inertia, damping, and stiffness in the mechanism and motor system.
A hybrid machine is a kind of robotic systems driven by an actuation system that consists of two types of motors, namely the SV motor and the constant velocity (CV) motor. 13, 14 * Corresponding author. E-mail: Chris.Zhang@Usask.Ca
The name "hybrid actuation" or "hybrid machine" comes from such architecture of the actuation system. The rationale behind this actuation architecture is that the hybrid machine may have a balanced benefit among task flexibility, power capacity, and cost. This is because the relatively low-cost CV motor provides a main driving power, while the relatively high-cost SV motor contributes to a modulation. The machine system or robotic system that is built upon the hybrid actuation system is hereafter called hybrid machine.
The hybrid machine has not lost the benefit of the servo driver technology which is seen as a fundamental technology for robotics, as there is the SV motor in the hybrid machine; yet the hybrid machine system is enhanced by the CV motor in the term of power capacity of the system. The hybrid machine has some potential applications in legged robotic systems 8 in such a way that a CV motor provides a major power for the legs, while an SV motor provides "modulated" power for the legs to respond to "variations" (e.g., load change, moment change, etc.). Du and Guo 2 and Guo et al. 5 reported a successful application of the hybrid machine concept in a metal forming press machine where a variable high power capacity with the machine is desired.
Development of design theory and methodology for the hybrid machine therefore has received great attention in the past decade. In the study of Tokuz and Jones, 13 a CV motor and an SV motor were integrated by a differential gearbox which further drives a slider-crank mechanism. The study has shown that the required power in the SV motor with the hybrid configuration is smaller than that with the configuration which has the SV motor only. However, in their work, the CV motor was physically substituted by an SV motor with a constant velocity profile. That is to say, by means of feedback controlling of the substituting SV motor for a constant velocity trajectory, the substituting SV motor acts like a CV motor. The substituted CV motor (i.e., SV motor with constant velocity profile) does not exhibit the same dynamics as the CV motor. The torque in the CV motor is not "actively" adjusted in the operation, while the torque in the SV motor is "actively" adjusted in the operation. Consequently, there will be a structural fluctuation in velocity of the CV motor, as opposed to insignificant trajectory tracking error in the substituting SV motor. This difference can be significant in understanding the performance of the hybrid machine system. For instance, in the study of Guo et al. 4 the proportional-derivative (PD) controller did not appear to lead to a stability of the trajectory tracking with a five-bar hybrid machine where the CV motor was actually employed. This has been confirmed by Ouyang et al. 11 In later discussions of this paper, we will exemplify this point further.
Greenough et al. 3 investigated a hybrid machine that has seven bars with two degrees of freedom (DOF). Their simulation study has shown that the required power in the SV motor with the hybrid machine over one cycle of the operation can be reduced by almost 70% of the power with its counterpart machine (i.e., a four-bar mechanism driven by one SV motor). However, the dynamic model they developed for the SV motor was not based on feedback control for trajectory tracking. Consequently, their simulation result may introduce errors with the actual hybrid machine system. Dulger et al. 1 and Kirecci and Dulger 9 developed a dynamic model for a 2 DOF seven-link hybrid mechanism and performed a simulation study. They used a SV motor to "simulate" the CV motor by in particular a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller to maintain a constant velocity profile in the substituted CV motor. As mentioned before, the substituted CV motor is not able to simulate the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor, and as such, their result will inevitably have some error with the actual hybrid machine. Herman and Schutter 7 instrumentally applied the hybrid machine concept to a cam mechanism. They developed a virtual cam using the SV motor, so their system has two motors: one CV motor and one SV motor. However, they used substituted CV motor, which is a limitation with their approach.
Our previous work 11, 12, 15 is perhaps the first to recognize the velocity fluctuation problem with the CV motor and to model it in the control system of the hybrid machine; in other words, our previous work departed away from all the studies reported in literature. In particular, we developed a sliding mode control system for a hybrid machine (which was a fivebar linkage with 2 DOF) with the excellent results. 11, 12 Our general idea was to couple the two motors in the dynamic model of hybrid machine and to design a compensating term (in the SV motor controller) for canceling the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor so as to result in a much more accurate trajectory tracking performance. However, our previous work was at the joint level control, which in essence implied an assumption that the inverse kinematics (i.e., the mapping of the end-effector task to the servo joint task) is "accurate." This assumption does not hold for the hybrid machine, as conventional inverse kinematics for the hybrid machine does not consider the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor. As a matter of fact, for the hybrid machine system, it is more meaningful to specify the task as: following a trajectory at the end-effector than following a trajectory at the joint.
This paper will present a study on a new controller for the hybrid machine that considers one SV motor and one CV motor and for trajectory tracking at the end-effector level. A comparison of this new controller with the controller we developed previously will also be provided to show the effectiveness of the new controller. A five-bar mechanism with 2 DOF is employed for the illustration purpose. It should be noted that the trajectory tracking control at the endeffector level is less discussed in literature. Yang and Red 16 discussed trajectory tracking at the end-effector level; yet they essentially treated the problem to a joint level trajectory tracking problem. Mazur 10 presented a work on the trajectory tracking control at the end-effector level for nonholonomic mobile manipulators. These works are essentially different from our situation where inverse kinematics can never be accurate due to the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor, which further propagates to the end-effector leading to the structural error at the end-effector.
This paper is further organized as follows. Section 2 will present a model of the hybrid five-bar mechanism. Section 3 will present our proposed controller. Section 4 shows simulation results with our proposed controller as well as comparison of it with other controllers we developed previously. Section 5 concludes the paper.
A Five-Bar Hybrid Machine System with Two Degrees of Freedom

Inverse kinematics
The objective of inverse kinematics of a robotic system is to determine the motion in the joints to achieve a desired trajectory at the end-effector. The result of inverse kinematics is the angular displacement with respect to time in joints. In the case of a hybrid five-bar mechanism, the process of inverse kinematics is to determine the corresponding angular motion of the SV motor, such as the angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration, given a trajectory at the end-effector and angular velocity (constant) of the CV motor.
Consider a 2-DOF five-bar hybrid mechanism shown in Fig. 1 . The mechanism has two input links which are coupled to a SV motor and a CV motor. The CV motor drives the actuated joint 1, while the SV motor drives the actuated joint 2. Let m i be the mass of the individual linkage, r i the distance to the center of mass from the joint of link i, L i the length of link i, and I i the movement inertia of link i. Input variables q 1 (q 2 ) is the angle between link 1 (link 2) and the coordinate axis x. The variables q 3 and q 4 are, respectively, the angles between links 1 and 3 and between links 2 and 4, respectively. The parameters of the five-bar mechanism are listed in Table I . The desired trajectory of the end-effector C is expressed by
Let the (desired) angular displacement of the CV motor be
where ω CV is the constant angular velocity of the CV motor, and q 10 is the initial angular displacement of the CV motor. The kinematics constraint of the five-bar mechanism system can be described by the following vector (complex number) equation, i.e.,
By expanding Eq. (3) in terms of the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, we obtain
In the following, we present algorithms to find the (desired) trajectory of the SV motor. It is to be noted that the required task is to generate a path which is represented by Eq. (1) and does not involve time stamp.
Algorithm 1 (find the initial positions of the hybrid machine system):
Step 1. Start with time t = 0 in Eq. (2) and get the initial position of the end-effector (i.e., x c0 andy c0 ) which is known. Step 2. Substitute Eq. (2) (i.e., q 1d = q 10 ; note q 1 = q 1d ) into Eqs. (4)-(5).
Step 3. Find q 10 and q 3 from Eqs. (4)- (5) and (x c0 , y c0 ).
Step 4. Find q 2 and q 4 from Eqs. (6)- (7) and (x c0 , y c0 ).
It is noted that the above procedure is merely to find the initial position of the mechanism system, i.e., q 10 , q 20 , q 30 , and q 40 . The following procedure will produce the desired trajectory at the SV motor (i.e., q 2 (t)).
Algorithm 2 (find the desired trajectory of the SV motor):
Step 5. Increment t, i.e., t = i t, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n; t is an increment.
Step 6. Get q 1 = q 1d from Eq. (2).
Step 7. Get q 3 , x c and y c from Eq. (1) and Eqs. (4)-(5).
Step 8. Get q 2 from Eqs. (6)- (7); in particular,
with
It is noted that in Eq. (8), x c and y c have already been found from Step 7. Time derivatives can be taken to find out angular velocityq 2 and angular accelerationq 2 of the SV motor, respectively. Therefore, the desired trajectory at the SV motor is established.
There is a general remark on the fact that the five-bar hybrid mechanism only enables to fulfill the path generation task but not trajectory tracking task. The general statement of the trajectory tracking in robotics is such that given x e (t), y e (t), where t is time, and x e and y e are the coordinates of the end-effector, design the controllers of the SV motors at joints to make the end-effector follow x e (t), y e (t). The nature of the trajectory tracking problem is that not only a path which is a geometric entity (i.e., curve) but also the time stamp for each point on the path is required to be fulfilled. Suppose that there is a trajectory tracking task-i.e., x c (t) and y c (t) (0 ≤ t ≤ T , where T is the total time duration) are given (discretizing x c (t) and y c (t) into x ci (t i ) and y ci (t i ), t i = i t, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where n is the total number of time steps, and n t = T ). When t is given by Step (t i ). Therefore, the required task for the five-bar hybrid machine can never be defined as a trajectory tracking task.
The dynamic model of the hybrid machine system
The reduced-order model method proposed by Ghorbel et al. 6 and modified by Ouyang et al. 11 and Ouyang 12 is an approach for the dynamic modeling of closed-loop mechanisms. The main advantage of this formulation is that the final equation of motion is in the so-called reduced form which enables the possibility of the extension of the existing wealth of serial robot control results to closed-loop mechanisms.
The dynamic model developed by Ouyang 12 is outlined as follows. The dynamic model of the five-bar mechanism hybrid machine can be expressed by T is the vector of the joint torques generated by the actuators.
], J mi and B mi (i = 1, 2) are the moment of the inertia and the viscous damping coefficient of the motor, respectively. The term G(q ) is the gravitational vector.
The Proposed Control Method
The sliding mode control law for the hybrid machine
The basic control challenge with the hybrid machine is to control the velocity fluctuation in the controller for the SV motor. This fluctuation should be therefore informed to the SV motor controller through the coupling of the plant dynamic model (see Eq. (9)). The sliding model control (SMC) system of Ouyang et al. 11 can be represented by a block diagram (see Fig. 2 ).
The accuracy of the angular displacement of both motors (CV and SV) is essential for the accuracy of trajectory tracking at the end-effector level. Since the dynamic model is a highly coupled system, the actual trajectory of the endeffector may offset the desired trajectory due to the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor. Thus, the control problem can be stated as: Given the operating speed of the CV motor and the desired path of the end-effector, to determine a control law for the SV motor to follow the desired path (at the endeffector) with the consideration of the speed fluctuation in the CV motor.
The CV motor is not real-time programmable, implying that its torque is constant throughout its motion. As the input link (L1) is assumed to rotate at a constant angular velocity, the CV motor torque is assumed to be of the following form:
Further, the controlled torque in the SV motor is set to be
The detailed derivation of the SMC control law can be found in Ouyang et al. 
Iteration-based control law
Our previous work 11 has not fully considered informing the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor to the controller of the SV motor. This is partially because that in that work, the control was only considered at the joint level. In this paper, we devise an iteration-based control scheme for the path generation at the end-effector level for the hybrid machine. Our general idea is to obtain the influence of the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor to the path at the end-effector (i.e., computing the end-effector motion with consideration of the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor) and then further compute the desired trajectory in the SV motor.
The proposed control scheme or algorithm is described as follows:
Step 1. Assume the CV motor to be a constant velocityw CV .
Step 2. Run the SMC as described in Section 3.1.
Step 3. Calculate the performance of the system, i.e., the end-effector's trajectory, and the "true" velocity in the CV motor and in the SV motor, respectively. The above steps are repeated until a satisfactory performance is achieved.
Design of the flywheel
In mechanical design, it is common knowledge that adding a flywheel on the shaft of a CV motor can reduce the velocity fluctuation. To examine such an effect in the hybrid machine system, the flywheel is attached on the shaft of the CV motor, and the flywheel inertia is included in the dynamic model. 
where w max and w min are the maximum and minimum angular speed, w m is the average angular speed. The equivalent 
where W = W max − W min and J C is the constant part of the equivalent moment of inertia of the original system without the flywheel. In general, J C is far less than J F and can be neglected.
Examples
In this section, a simulation study is presented for the trajectory tracking of the hybrid machine, and the results are generated to examine the effectiveness of the proposed control method. The desired trajectory at the end-effector of the five-bar hybrid mechanism is given by
The desired angular displacement of the CV motor is set to be
The structural parameters of the five-bar mechanism are listed in Table I . The motor parameters are listed in Table II .
The hybrid machine with two SV motors
In this case of the hybrid machine, the CV motor is substituted by the SV motor with the constant velocity profile. The PD controller was used for two SV motors, respectively. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) represent the angular displacement error and the angular velocity error of the SV motor. The maximums of the displacement error and velocity error are, respectively, 0.00018 rad and 0.0001 rad/s. Figure 3(c) indicates that the torque in the CV motor is not constant, which proves that there will be a velocity fluctuation in the CV motor. Figure 3(d) shows the desired and actual path generation of the end-effector for the hybrid machine, which shows that the actual path can perfectly meet the desired path.
The hybrid machine with one CV and one SV motor
In this case, the hybrid actuation system has the "true" hybrid actuation configuration in which the CV motor is not "substituted" by the SV motor. The CV motor is uncontrollable, and its torque is assumed to be 2.3562 Nm. The SV motor is controlled with the SMC. Figure 5 shows the result which is obtained with the proposed control algorithm. In Fig. 5(a) , the solid line is the desired trajectory of the CV motor, and the dashed line is the simulation result. The simulated trajectory of the CV motor does not track the desired trajectory satisfactorily because the velocity in the CV motor has a fluctuation. In Fig. 5 Figure 6 shows the path generation performance after adding a flywheel into the hybrid machine system especially attaching it on the shaft of the CV motor based on the proposed control method. 
The hybrid machine with the proposed control method
The hybrid machine with the proposed control method and a flywheel
Conclusion
The hybrid machine has an actuation architecture which consists of two types of motors: SV motor and CV motor. The hybrid machine provides an effective means to tradeoff between task flexibility (based upon the servo actuation technology) and high power capability (based on the constant velocity actuation technology). However, the control of the hybrid machine can be very challenging due to the presence of velocity fluctuation in the CV motor and the uncontrollability of the CV motor. Previous studies on the hybrid machine usually substituted the CV motor by the SV motor with a constant velocity profile or trajectory; as such the control of the hybrid machine becomes the problem of the control of the closed-loop machine with the SV motors -the latter problem is well discussed in the current literature. There is, however, a large difference between the substituted CV motor and CV motor. Our previous work advanced the state of the knowledge in the control of the hybrid machine, based on the concept of "informing" the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor to the controller of the SV motor through a dynamic model and the sliding mode control algorithm. 11 However, the control strategy was a kind of joint level control; in the case of the hybrid machine, this can produce a significant structural error at the end-effector due to the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor which is not captured by inverse kinematics for the hybrid machine. In this paper, we proposed an iterationbased control algorithm, which is further based on the idea of "passing" the velocity fluctuation in the CV motor to the trajectory of the SV motor through the end-effector and the idea of the sliding mode controller. 11 The simulation result has shown the significant improvement of the end-effector trajectory tracking performance with the proposed control algorithm.
Another important finding with the hybrid machine, which comes from this study, is that for the hybrid machine, it is not always true that the task at the end-effector level is a trajectory tracking in robotics. For the five-bar hybrid machine system, the task is path generations in the context of mechanisms instead.
